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A new year has commenced and yet many things have stayed the
same. I don’t think I need to remind you why, nor do I think you
want me to. All I can say is that admittedly, I - and with me many
others - am just as excited and anxious for 2022 as you are. In
these times of uncertainty and instability, there’s little I crave
more than a community with whom to face the world around me.
It is for this reason that I am beyond delighted to re-introduce the
magazines of which BAISmag received its name. Complimenting
our online publications, these magazines will allow us to share
your stories, your opinions, and your voices, in an even more
eloquent manner.
This first edition is a special one. In collaboration with Queer
Leiden University and the BASIS CARE Committee, we proudly
offer you a collection of poetry, as presented during last
semester’s Queer Poetry Slam. These poems were written and
spoken from the heart, and there’s little I can say that will do
them and their authors more justice than publishing them
already does. So read them. Share them. Love and appreciate
and internalize them. But most importantly: remember them.

Rosalie de Beus
Editor in Chief

Issue 31
Design: Hannah Kissmann
Copyright: BAISmag, Turfmarkt 99, 2511 DP, The Hague
baismag@basisthehague.nl
online version of this magazine can be found at: www.baismag.com

in collaboration with: Queer Leiden University, BASIS CARE Committee
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ANIELA HOLTR
OP Someday,

I’ll open my door,
and there will be waves
on the doorstep.

I’ll say; hello
and; I was expecting you.
I’ll let the ocean in,
let it take over.

I’ll pull the door wide
open to the swell.
I’ll step aside easily
and silence will pour in.

Water will seep
into the butter carpet.
The walls will turn
green at the edges.

I’ll watch,
from the crimson couch
as water climbs
up my shins.

The TV will flicker
and cut out
before the reporter
understands what happened.

The picture frame will
bob on cobalt currents,
reaching for the
ceiling’s embrace.

The periwinkle
shadow-stained walls
will be washed.
Calm floating away.

As bubbles form
from whispers,
I’ll know the heather sky
will meet the sea above.

The sunbeams will be
wrung from my house
as it fills up with indigo.
Quietly drowning.

BASED ON:

ROOMS BY THE SEA

EDWARD HOPPER, 1951

1 2
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GUThis being human
is a guest house,

Every morning a new
arrival,

A chance for revival,

As I unlock the
doors to the house,

With keys that I’ve
always had.

Wide-eyed
and with
childish glee,

I step into the
house without knowing
what to expect,

The smell of
humidity, that
is a guarantee

As the Merlion
greets me to
Singapore,

Palm trees and
Skyscrapers
forming part of
the decor.SYou took myhand and gave

me a spin,

The beauty that
you brought,

Illuminating,

As I ran
with you
down the
corridor in giggles
and in deception,

As you were always
faster than me.TAs you werealways faster than

me.

I criedwhenweseparated,

As our times in that Asian
island had saturated as
soon as it began,

Pushing me into the
threshold leading

into a chimney-perfumed
living room.

The Andes Mountains
painted the walls,

But what entranced me
were your calls,

To come live in your

presence.
You were now 2 heads
shorter than me but with
twice the attitude,

Pale skin and flowered
with freckles,

You were never bothered
by the difference of
physical altitude,

As you bossed and teased
me,

But always managed to

dry my plopping tears,

That came running down
your back,

As panic attack after
panic attack came to me
in waves,

That crashed and melted
into my mind’s shore,

My identity, only beginning
to show and crack.

But the
embrace had

to come to an
end,

I learnt to find the beauty
in the letdown,

As I made my way to the
tabacco-scented kitchen,

The land of first times and of
silly crimes,

Palm trees greeted me again
but with dancing personality,

The cupboards were filled
with bottles of rum and
canned foods,

As you came back
with gravity.UChaotic yet

organized,

Your true self never
disguised,

You now had blue
eyes, always
mesmerized,

As your opinions
crystallized into
nights of wine,

And into endless
talks of how to
make the world a
better place.

Cracked
lips and
rain coating
my face as I went
up the stairs,

Crossing dreams and
oceans with each step,

Repeating to myself that,

With each dark thought, with each
shame, with each malice,

I will meet them all at the door
laughing,

And invite them in.

Mal tiempo,
Buena Cara,

Bad times but with a good face,

I left my heart in Havana but
with an everlasting shine,

You took my hand and placed
a tulip between my fingers,

As I finally made
my way to the

staircase,

3

CATALINA CELESTE

4
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I do not feel confident today.
staring into the bathroom mirror,
and wondering how it came to this.
Only last night I had gazed into that very same reflection,
sans this crippling introspection.

It has me as a vice grip does, security it undoes
A choking garment I wear,
to feel safe and fair.
I wear it to hide that double chin, that stomach skin,
I swear every day, it feels like I drown in endless reservation.

Infra - Violet. Personally violent.
Boundaries unseen,
a body obscene.
It feels all wrong, creeping insecurity does it prolong,
I truly despise how pitiful this all sounds.

I've always been afraid of being open.
even to those closest to me.
These invisible, unnatural fears hold me back.
oh, if I could only express them,
and finally release them.

ALEXANDER
THEODORE

GROENEW
EGEN

5 6
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DANI
MORERA TRETTIN

Me he vuelto loco;
Pienso

y a propósito,
me siento.

El sol, su sonido y el viento.

La ola se presenta desnuda,
un vestido de cristal porta;

Y engulle
Pauso.

Y ebulle en la roca oscura,
Patrones de luz y seda invoca.
En el lienzo baila líquida
y se ahoga.

Un hora…
do

no importa.
La belleza ante mí se postra…
espectador de carne y hueso se divisa a la
costa.

I’ve gone crazy;
I think

and by the way,
I sit.

The sun, its sound, and the wind.

The wave presents naked,
a glass dress she wears;

And devours
Pause.

And boils on the dark rock,
Patterns of light and silk invoke.
On the canvas liquid dance
and drowns

One hour…
two

doesn’t matter.
Beauty before me kneels…
spectator in flesh and bone at the coast
can see.

7 8
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Revolting against strangers is easy,
In the injustices of the world,
A faceless enemy is a thing to be grateful for.

But a friend, a person
Close to you,
A brother, a mother,
A colleague, a friend, a lover
Leaves us bare of any arms,
When faced with it.

And you could speak,
You could raise your voice above
Others and say, and notice,
And make yourself heard
You could.
But who wants a fight,
Another injustice you have to take on
With the people you love, no less.

That word that doesn’t seem to click, tick or clack
with anyone else in the group,
the people you are surrounded by.
Because that word doesn’t resonate with them.

By it,
I mean that joke,
That line
That innocent, ignorant word.
That word that no one seems to notice,
But you.

And who wants to be
The activist in the group,
Who wants to seem like the obsessed psycho,
Who wants to be
That one annoying friend, that seems to only point out the
Defaults, the defects in everyone’s foundational right
To make a joke
To not be bothered with what seems to be
A foreign cause to the world.

In that moment, you feel like
The outlier

The outcast
Out of line.

But what if they were
Faceless strangers?
You would be having a very passionate talk,
You would be saying
That by making a joke of being queer,
They make a joke of

You

That by reducing you to a joke,
You feel invasive, out of place
Estranged from your own life
Like an anomaly, that is worth pointing at
Because you know, full well, that
Normality is never the punchline
But we often are made to feel like
The alienated punchbags.
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Moon Child,

Bathed in Celestial Light,

You stand upon that Grand hill,

Of Big dreams -

and even Bigger reservations.

The spark of ambition is your guide,

As you bring the dark of doubt,

into Complete dissolution.

ALEXANDER THEODORE GROENEWEG
EN

11 12
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Everyone deserves a home
a nice room, a cozy bed,
simply a roof over your head
you could live happily alone
with stranger, family or friends
there is really no end.

That's what I wanted as well
"A week is all it took me, you'll do
swell",
my friend said, so I expected
to find a place end of summer
if earlier, that's no bummer
my stress level - unaffected.

"Hi, my name is... I am 22 years
old... I study at..."
"Hellooooo, my name is..., I am
very interested..."

"Heya!... I love the wall and the
furniture... You seem like very cool
people..."
Ding! "Thank you for your message,
I'm sorry to say we have chosen
someone more suitable."
"Hey, I saw the pictures and... my
instagram is @..."
Ding! "Hey, we'd like to invite you..."
"Hello, getting back to you to say that
we found someone more suitable, we
wish you all the best in finding a place."

The heat temperatures decrease
my mind still not at peace
no Facebook posts
or Instagram message I can miss
all day and everyday answering
and writing messages

"Hi my name is... I am 22 years old... I
study at..."
"Hellooooo my name is..., I am very
interested..."

I am at a hostel. Time has run out.
7 people constantly around.
Classes and lectures to attend.
No privacy. Where do I cook food?
Where will I study? Where will I go?
Why do I only see BIPOCs and
Eastern Europeans here?
The racist works of the housing crisis.
The air is tense and the mood is down.
What is wrong with the system?
I don't want to be here anymore. I feel
lost. I feel alone. I feel so incredibly
alone. I want to get out.

I want to

write a catchier phrase,be more interesting,
appear smart, appear nice and uncomplicated,
appear to be flawless and cool and everything
that I am not
I want to be white, straight, male, handsome
The features that would get me a place easily
that's what I thought
Everything but not me
If that's what it takes to have a place
But really, I love me.
I just want to have a place.

Ding! "I found a place for us!"
Only the contract we need to discuss!
Wait what? Is this for real?
A room I can call my own?
asking unbelievably on the phone.
And later we took the deal.

But the anger is still here,
and the lingering feel of fear.
I do not wish that for anyone,
within or beyond the border.
we need to change the law & order
and change the housing system
for the long run!

NISHA THANGESWARAN
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